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Request

Request ID 223301
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ID

222776

Request 
description

I am formally requesting the Office of Government Ethics, The Government
Accountability Office, United States Digital Service, and the Office of
Administration to hand over all un-classified emails between October of 2020
through January 6th of 2021 belonging to various congressional leaders and the
President of the United States. I am requesting Trump's emails along with the emails
belonging to Rep. Marjorie Taylor Greene, Rep. Lauren Boebert, Rep. Kevin
McCarthy, Rep. Steve Scalis, Rep. Elise Stefanik, Rep. Matt Gaetz, Sen. Mitch
McConnell, Sen. Rick Scott, and Sen. Lindsey Graham. The correspondences
between all of these congressional leaders and former President Trump belong to the
American people and deserve to be seen, understood, and read for context. If people
can get Dr. Fauci's emails then we the people can have our elected officials' emails as
well. Make sure they are not deleted because that would be a crime.

Supporting documentation

Fees

Request category ID other

(b) (6)

(b) (6)

(b) (6)

(b) (6)

(b) (6)

(b) (6)
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Fee waiver no

Explanation n/a

Willing to pay 10 dollars

Expedited processing

Expedited 
Processing

yes

Explanation

The email correspondences might contain details on the January 6th insurrection and
deserve to be vetted now for the sake of national security and preservation of
democracy. The American people deserve to know the truth and what our elected
officials are saying to one another. Finally, we are certain a crime was committed
and these emails can be used as evidence in a court of law. Please do the right thing
for all of America.






